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1) Clara bought a necklace for $5 and a bracelet for $7 at a clearance sale. How much money did she 

spend in all?

2) Anna bought two buckets. One bucket can hold up to 6 gallons, and the other can hold up to 

8 gallons of water. How many gallons in all can both buckets hold together?

3) June and Mark went to an ice cream parlor. June had 3 scoops of vanilla ice cream, and Mark

had 4 scoops of chocolate-chip ice cream. How many scoops of ice cream did they 

eat altogether?

5) A box of chocolates contains 9 bars of chocolate fudge and 9 bars of dark chocolate. How many bars 

of chocolate does the box have in total?

4) Megan picked two cabbages and three cauli!owers from her kitchen garden. How many vegetables

did she pick in all?

6) Six blue jays are perched on an oak tree. Moments later, 5 more blue jays !y in. How many blue jays 

are perched on the oak tree altogether?

7) Andy and his father went "shing. Andy caught 5 bluegill "sh, and his father caught 4 bass "sh.

How many "sh did they catch in all?
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1) Clara bought a necklace for $5 and a bracelet for $7 at a clearance sale. How much money did she 

spend in all?

2) Anna bought two buckets. One bucket can hold up to 6 gallons, and the other can hold up to 

8 gallons of water. How many gallons in all can both buckets hold together?

3) June and Mark went to an ice cream parlor. June had 3 scoops of vanilla ice cream, and Mark

had 4 scoops of chocolate-chip ice cream. How many scoops of ice cream did they 

eat altogether?

5) A box of chocolates contains 9 bars of chocolate fudge and 9 bars of dark chocolate. How many bars 

of chocolate does the box have in total?

4) Megan picked two cabbages and three cauli!owers from her kitchen garden. How many vegetables

did she pick in all?

6) Six blue jays are perched on an oak tree. Moments later, 5 more blue jays !y in. How many blue jays 

are perched on the oak tree altogether?

7) Andy and his father went "shing. Andy caught 5 bluegill "sh, and his father caught 4 bass "sh.

How many "sh did they catch in all?

$12

14 gallons

7 scoops

18 bars of chocolate

5 vegetables

11 blue jays

9 !sh
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1) Juan has a collection of 9 vintage paintings. Later he adds 8 new antique paintings to his existing 

collection. How many paintings does his collection contain now?

2) Ethan bought 2 pounds of apples and 4 pounds of pears to make jam. How much do the fruits 

weigh altogether?

3) William’s garden has 4 papaya saplings. A few months later, he planted 8 more saplings. How

many papaya saplings has William planted in all?

5) Gabriel has 2 shirts in his wardrobe. He purchased 5 more shirts. How many shirts does Gabriel 

have in his wardrobe now?

4) Daisy and her friends were at the movies. Daisy bought 7 hot dogs, and her friend picked 7 energy

drinks. How many refreshments did they order in total?

6) Oliver bought two crates of milk. One crate held 9 milk cartons and the other crate had 7 milk 

cartons in it. How many milk cartons did the crates hold in all?

7) Seven children were engaged in a game of tug of war. 3 more children joined them. How many 

children were engaged in the tug of war?
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Single Digit Addition

1) Juan has a collection of 9 vintage paintings. Later he adds 8 new antique paintings to his existing 

collection. How many paintings does his collection contain now?

2) Ethan bought 2 pounds of apples and 4 pounds of pears to make jam. How much do the fruits 

weigh altogether?

3) William’s garden has 4 papaya saplings. A few months later, he planted 8 more saplings. How

many papaya saplings has William planted in all?

5) Gabriel has 2 shirts in his wardrobe. He purchased 5 more shirts. How many shirts does Gabriel 

have in his wardrobe now?

4) Daisy and her friends were at the movies. Daisy bought 7 hot dogs, and her friend picked 7 energy

drinks. How many refreshments did they order in total?

6) Oliver bought two crates of milk. One crate held 9 milk cartons and the other crate had 7 milk 

cartons in it. How many milk cartons did the crates hold in all?

7) Seven children were engaged in a game of tug of war. 3 more children joined them. How many 

children were engaged in the tug of war?

7 shirts

17 paintings

6 pounds

12 papaya saplings

14 items

16 milk cartons

10 children
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1) Lara and her friends decided to play bingo. She was looking around for pencils. She found 3 in her

pencil case and 5 on her desk. How many pencils did she !nd in all?

2) Ashley is making a hand bouquet. She uses 9 red roses and then adds 6 white roses to it. How many

roses in all can be found in the hand bouquet?

3) Susan collects 6 seashells. Jhansi collects 5 more than Susan. How many seashells did they

collect in total? 

5) Jude has 2 smiley stickers. Riley has 2 stickers more than Jude. How many stickers do they have

in all?

4) A sports closet in a school contains 4 soccer balls and 9 rugby balls. How many sport balls

does the closet contain altogether?

6) Sarah placed an order for two pizzas. When they arrived, she found one pizza sliced into 4 and the

other pizza had 6 slices. How many slices of pizza were there in all?

7) Ruby has 6 cookies on her plate. Her mother gave her 3 more cookies. How many cookies

does the plate hold now?
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Single Digit Addition

1) Lara and her friends decided to play bingo. She was looking around for pencils. She found 3 in her

pencil case and 5 on her desk. How many pencils did she !nd in all?

2) Ashley is making a hand bouquet. She uses 9 red roses and then adds 6 white roses to it. How many

roses in all can be found in the hand bouquet?

3) Susan collects 6 seashells. Jhansi collects 5 more than Susan. How many seashells did they

collect in total? 

5) Jude has 2 smiley stickers. Riley has 2 stickers more than Jude. How many stickers do they have

in all?

4) A sports closet in a school contains 4 soccer balls and 9 rugby balls. How many sport balls

does the closet contain altogether?

6) Sarah placed an order for two pizzas. When they arrived, she found one pizza sliced into 4 and the

other pizza had 6 slices. How many slices of pizza were there in all?

7)

8 pencils

15 roses

17 seashells

6 stickers

13 balls

10 slices

9 cookies

Ruby has 6 cookies on her plate. Her mother gave her 3 more cookies. How many cookies

does the plate hold now?
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